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“The Kolbrin Bible is 
the Rosetta Stone of 
Planet X!”―Greg 
Jenner

“Greg Jenner spent 
decades connecting 
the dots for this 
book.  Now you can 
do the same, in a 
single evening!” 
―Marshall Masters

"Required reading 
for those who get it 
and want to live 
through it."—Echan 
Deravy, Solar Code

Overview — Brown Dwarf Winged Disc Images

This category provides an assortment of ‘stylized’ brown 
dwarf replicas based on ancient observations. These files 
visually show how our binary companion manifests itself 
into an “all winged” disc or globe just prior to the flyby. 

The following passage describes the image files collected 
for this category:

"Typhon [the Destroyer] overtopped the mountains and his 
head often brushed the stars. One of his hands reached 
out to the west and the other to the east… From the thighs 
downward he had huge coils of vipers which…emitted a 
long hissing…His body was ALL WINGED…and fire flashed 
from his eyes…Such and so great was Typhon [the 
Destroyer] when, hurling kindled rocks, he…spouted a 
great jet of fire from his mouth…"—Classical Author: 
Appollodorus
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